INTRODUCTION
While the standard classification of Large Deviations (see the reviews [1, 2] and references therein) involves three Levels, with Level 1 for empirical observables, Level 2 for the empirical measure, and Level 3 for the empirical process, the new 'Level 2.5' concerning the joint distribution of the time-empirical-densities and the time-empirical-flows over some large time interval T has turned out to be the appropriate Level for Markov processes : the rate function for the Large Deviations with respect to T can be then written as a very general explicit local-in-space functional for a single Markov Chain [2] [3] [4] , for a single Markov Jump process [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and for a single diffusion process [8] [9] [10] [11] . In addition, this 'Level 2.5' formulation allows to reconstruct any time-additive observable of the dynamical trajectory via its decomposition in terms of the empirical densities and of the empirical flows. As a consequence, this 'Level 2.5' framework gives an interesting alternative point of view with respect to the studies focusing on the generating functions of time-additive observables via deformed Markov operators that have attracted a lot of interest recently in various models [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
In Ref. [7] , another step further that could be called 'Level 2.5 in time' has been introduced by considering N independent Markov Jump processes with trajectories x (k) (t) with k = 1, 2, .., N constructed from the same transition rates w(y, x) and from the same initial condition P ini (x) . The idea is to analyze the dynamical fluctuations of the ensemble-empirical-density at configuration x at time t
and of the ensemble-empirical-transition-rates k t (y, x) that should satisfy the empirical-master-equation by consistency
The probability to observe the time-dependent ensemble-empirical-densities ρ 0≤t≤T (.) and the time-dependent ensemble-empirical-transition-rates k 0≤t≤T (., .) then follows the large deviation form with respect to N P [ρ 0≤t≤T (.), k 0≤t≤T (., 
with the explicit rate function [7] I [ρ 0≤t≤T (.), k 0≤t≤T (., 
The first term is a boundary contribution coming from the initial condition, while the second term is an integral over the time-interval T of a functional of the time-dependent-empirical-observables that is local both in space and time. The 'Level 2.5 in time' result of Eq. 4 has been derived in [7] for N independent Markov Jump processes with trajectories x (k) (t) by the method of change of measure on the trajectories. The goal of the present paper is to extend this 'Level 2.5 in time' approach to open Markov processes with reservoirs, where the total number N of Markov processes is not fixed anymore, so that the ensemble-empirical-density at configuration x at time t of Eq. 1 will be replaced by the ensemble-empirical-occupation-numbers
that should be large enough to consider the large deviations with respect to N t (x) for each x and t. The paper is organized as follows. We first analyze the large deviations at 'Level 2.5 in time ' for general open Markov processes involving reservoirs with possibly time-dependent dynamical rules, both for discrete time dynamics in section II and for continuous time dynamics in section III. We then describe the application of this general approach to the specific case of random cascades on trees between a 'source reservoir' at the root and 'sink reservoirs' on the leaves of the last generation, again both for discrete time dynamics in section IV and for continuous time dynamics in section V. Our conclusions are summarized in VI.
II. DISCRETE TIME MARKOV PROCESSES WITH RESERVOIRS
A.
Model and notations
At time t, the state of the system is defined by the empirical numbers N t (x) of particles on each discrete position x = 1, .., Ω of the system, while the state of the reservoirs is defined by the numbers N ext t (r) of particles on each reservoir site r = 1, 2, .., R. The reservoirs numbers N ext t (r) are fixed by the external protocol and do not depend on the system variables, for instance they can be fixed to be time-independent N ext t (r) = N ext (r) or to follow some time-dependence.
The dynamics is defined as follows. All particles can move independently. Between t and (t + 1), a particle that was on site x of the system at time t can : (i) either move towards a position y = 1, 2, .., Ω of the system with probabilities W t (y, x) (including y = x corresponding to the case where the particle remain remain on site x with probability W t (x, x)).
(ii) or move towards one of the reservoirs r = 1, 2, .., R with probabilities W t (r, x) These probabilities are normalized to unity for each x and for each t
Between t and (t + 1), a particle on reservoir r at time t can move towards one of the sites of the system y with probabilities W t (y, r) or remain on the reservoir r with probability W t (r, r) with the normalization of probabilities
B. Large deviation analysis of the empirical transition probabilities out of a given site x at time t
The number N t (x) of particles on each position x at time t is assumed to be large enough in order to consider large deviation with respect to N t (x).
1.
Direct analysis in terms of the multinomial distribution of the outgoing flows Among these N t (x) independent particles on site x at time t, one considers the empirical numbers Q t (y, x) of particles that jump towards y = 1, .., Ω, and the numbers Q t (r, x) that jump towards the reservoirs r = 1, .., R with the normalization
Since the dynamics for each independent particle is drawn with the transition probabilities of Eq. 6, the joint distribution of the flows Q t (y, x) and Q t (r, x) is simply the multinomial distribution
Using the Stirling approximation for the factorials m! m m e −m , one obtains that the probability of the empirical transition probabilities
normalized to
follows the large deviation form with respect to N t (x)
where the rate function I[K t (., x)] corresponds to the relative entropy of the empirical transition probabilities K t (., x) with respect to the true transition probabilities W t (., x)
This type of result based on the application of the Stirling approximation to the multinomial distribution of Eq. 9 goes back to Boltzmann [26] but is usually called Sanov Theorem in the large deviation language [1, 2, 26] .
2.
Alternative analysis in terms of the generating function of the outgoing flows Equivalently, one can consider the generating function of the flows Q t (y, x) and Q t (r, x) out of x at time t
whose explicit expression for N t (x) independent particles is directly
where
is the Legendre transform of the rate function of Eq. 13 submitted to the normalization of Eq. 11
as a consequence of the saddle-point evaluation for large N t (x) of Eq. 14. The reciprocal Legendre transform
allows to recover the result of Eq. 13 by this Legendre transform of Eq. 16.
3.
Alternative analysis in terms of a change of measure A third derivation of Eq. 13 consists in considering a change of measure : the empirical flows Q t (., x) would be typical if one replaces the true transition probabilities W t (., x) by the empirical transition probabilities K t (., x) of Eq. 10, so that the corresponding modified multinomial distribution of Eq. 9 becomes
As a consequence, the large-deviation form can be also obtained directly from the ratio
that corresponds to Eq. 12 and 13 when translated into the transition probabilities K t (., x) = Qt(.,x)
Nt(x) .
C. Large deviation analysis of the empirical transition probabilities out of a given reservoir r at time t
The same analysis for the empirical transition probabilities K t (x, r) out of the reservoir r yields the large deviation form with respect to N ext t (r)
Kt(y,r)+Kt(r,r) (21) where the rate function I[K t (., r)] corresponds to the relative entropy of the empirical transition probabilities K t (., r) with respect to the true transition probabilities W t (., r)
D.
Analysis of the state of the system at time t + 1
For the reservoirs, the new numbers N ext t+1 (r) are imposed by the external protocol.
In the system, the empirical number N t+1 (x) of particles on site x at time (t + 1) is completely determined by the empirical flows Q t (x, .) of particles towards x between t and t + 1
Note the difference with N t (x) of Eq. 8 involving the flows Q t (., x) out of x.
E. Probability of an empirical history of the occupation numbers Nt(.) and flows Qt(., .)
Putting everything together, one obtains that once the empirical occupation numbers N t (.) at time t are known, the joint probability of the empirical flows Q t (., .) between t and (t + 1) and of the empirical occupation numbers N t+1 (.) at time (t + 1) reads
where the second line corresponds to the statistics of the outgoing flows Q t (., x) = K t (., x)N t (x) out of the system sites x (Eqs 12 and 13), where the third line corresponds to the statistics of the outgoing flows Q t (., r) = K t (., r)N ext t (r) out of the reservoirs r (Eqs 21 and 22), and where the fourth line corresponds to the empirical dynamics of Eq. 23.
From this elementary Markov propagator, one obtains via iteration the joint probability of the empirical flows Q 0≤t≤T −1 (., .) and of the empirical occupation numbers N 1≤t≤T (.) given the empirical occupation numbers N t=0 (.) at time t = 0
This result concerning the probability of an empirical history of the occupation numbers N t (.) and flows Q t (., .) is the most general formula of the present paper, and the reminder of the paper will be devoted to the analysis of various specific cases.
F. Application to time-independent dynamics during a large time interval T → +∞ When the dynamics corresponds to time-independent transition probabilities W t (., .) = W (., .) and timeindependent reservoirs occupation numbers N ext t (r) = N ext (r) , it is natural to consider the probability to observe some stationary occupation numbers N t (.) = N (.) and flows Q t (., .) = Q(., .) during a large time interval T → +∞ (so that the initial condition is not important anymore) : Eq. 25 then yields the following large deviation form with respect to T (26) Note that this formula for P statio [N (.); Q(., .)] also describes the probability P te [N te (.); Q te (., .)] to observe the time-empirical observables
since the easiest way to realize these time-empirical values in the dynamical formula of Eq. 25 corresponds to the dynamical histories that remain stationary (
As a consequence, Eq. 26 can be considered as the generalization in the presence of reservoirs to the 'Level 2.5' rate function concerning time-empirical observables for a single stationary Markov chain [2] [3] [4] .
G. Application to periodic dynamics
Since there has been recent studies on the large deviation properties of periodically driven systems [27] [28] [29] [30] , it is interesting to consider the case where the dynamical rules alternate periodically between transition probabilities W 2t (., .) = W e (., .) and reservoirs occupation numbers N ext 2t (r) = N ext e (r) at even times (2t), and transition probabilities W 2t+1 (., .) = W o (., .) and reservoirs occupation numbers N ext 2t+1 (r) = N ext o (r) at odd times (2t + 1). It is then natural to consider the probability to observe some alternating occupation numbers N 2t (.) = N e (.) and N 2t+1 (.) = N o (.) and alternating flows Q 2t (., .) = Q e (., .) and Q 2t+1 (., .) = Q o (., .) during a large time interval T → +∞ (so that the initial condition is not important anymore) : Eq. 25 then yields the following large deviation form with respect to T
This formula is somewhat lengthy but the various contributions have a very clear physical meaning : the second line corresponds to the statistics of the outgoing flows Q e (., x) from sites x of the system at even times, the third line corresponds to the statistics of the outgoing flows Q o (., x) from sites x of the system at odd times, the fourth line corresponds to the statistics of the outgoing flows Q e (., r) from reservoirs r at even times, the fifth line corresponds to the statistics of the outgoing flows Q o (., r) from reservoirs r at odd times, while the last line corresponds to the dynamical constraints on the incoming flows towards sites x of the system at even and odd times respectively.
III. CONTINUOUS TIME MARKOV PROCESSES WITH RESERVOIRS
Models and notations
To see more clearly the similarities and differences with the previous section, it is more convenient here to consider that the continuous-time jump Markov dynamics is obtained as the limit of the discrete-time Markov dynamics described in II A, where the time interval (t, t + 1) is replaced by (t, t + dt) with infinitesimal dt. The transition probabilities of Eq. 6 towards reservoirs r and towards other sites y = x of the system become of order (dt) with corresponding transition rates w t (r, x) and w t (y, x)
while the conservation of probabilities of Eq. 6 imposes that the probability to remain on site x reads
Similarly, the transition probabilities of Eq. 7 out of the reservoir r are of the form
The empirical transition probabilities K t (y = x, x) and K t (r, x) of Eq. 10 normalized to Eq. 11 will be also infinitesimal with transitions rates k t (y, x) and k t (r, x)
while the probability to remain on x reads
Eq. 12 then gives the following contribution in terms of the transition rates k t (., x) out of x
where the rate function I[k t (., x)] obtained from Eq. 13
corresponds to Poisson processes.
C.
Large deviation for the empirical transition rates out of a reservoir r at time t
Similarly, Eq. 21 gives the following contribution in terms of the transition rates k t (., r) out of the reservoir r at time t
with the rate function I[k t (., r)] obtained from Eq. 22
Constraint from the empirical dynamics
The empirical dynamics of Eq. 23 becomes the differential equation
As a consequence, it is more convenient to replace the empirical transition rates k t (., .) by the empirical flows per unit time
to rewrite the dynamics of Eq. 39 as
E. Probability of an empirical history of the occupation numbers Nt(.) and flows qt(., .)
Eq. 25 yields that the probability to observe the empirical occupation numbers N 0≤t≤T (.) and the empirical flows q 0≤t≤T (., .) reads
provided the empirical dynamics of Eq. 41 is satisfied on the time interval t ∈ [0, T ] for all sites x of the system. This is the generalization in the presence of reservoirs of Eqs 2 , 3 and 4 quoted in the Introduction.
F. Application to time-independent dynamics during a large time interval T → +∞
When the dynamics corresponds to time-independent transition rates w t (., .) = w(., .) and time-independent reservoirs occupation numbers N ext t (r) = N ext (r), one obtains that the probability to observe some stationary occupation numbers N t (.) = N (.) and flows q t (., .) = q(., .) during a large time interval T → +∞ follows the large deviation form with respect to T P statio [N (.); q(., .)]
where the last line ensures that the empirical stationary dynamics dNt(x) dt = 0 of Eq. 41 is satisfied for all sites x of the system.
As explained in the discrete case in Eqs 27 and 28, this formula for P statio [N (.); q(., .)] also describes the probability P te [N te (.); q te (., .)] to observe the time-empirical observables
since the easiest way to realize these time-empirical values in the dynamical formula of Eq. 42 corresponds to the dynamical histories that remain stationary (N t (x) = N te (x); q t (., .) = q te (., .)) on the time-interval [0, T ]
So the formula 43 can be considered as the generalization in the presence of reservoirs to the 'Level 2.5' rate function concerning the time-empirical observables of a single stationary Markov jump process [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
IV. APPLICATION TO DISCRETE TIME MARKOVIAN CASCADES ON TREES
In the field of turbulence (see the book [31] and references therein), random cascade models have attracted a lot of interest to describe how the energy injected at the largest scale flows towards smaller and smaller scales up to the smallest scale where it is dissipated by the viscosity. The corresponding multifractal properties depend on the choice of the statistics of the cascade generators W (.), and many different choices have actually been considered in the literature, including log-normal [32] , bimodal [33] , log-stable [34, 35] , log-Poisson [36] [37] [38] , log-infinitely-divisible [39] . Here we will thus consider that the cascade generators W (.) are given, and we will focus on the dynamical fluctuations of the empirical dynamics.
Of course besides turbulence, many other applications involve flows on trees with injection at the root, so that we will keep a general terminology. Between t and (t + 1), a particle on the root reservoir (0) at time t can move towards one of the b sites i 1 = 1, .., b of the first generation m = 1 with probabilities
Between t and (t + 1), a particle on the system site (i 1 , .., i m ) of generation m at time t can move towards one of the b sites (i 1 , .., i m , i m+1 of the next generation (m + 1) with probabilities
B.
Probability of an empirical history of the occupation numbers Nt(.) and flows Qt(.)
The application of Eq. 24 to the open Markov dynamics described above yields that the joint probability of the empirical occupation numbers N t (i 1 , .., i m ) for the generations belonging to the system 1 ≤ m ≤ M − 1 and of the empirical flows
C. Probability of an empirical history of the flows Qt(.) alone
The last equation of Eq. 48 simply means that in this directed model, the occupation number N t+1 (i 1 , .., i m ) of a system site of generation 1 ≤ m ≤ M − 1 coincides with the incoming flow Q t (i 1 , .., i m ) from its ancestor. As a consequence, these constraints can be used to eliminate the occupation numbers to obtain the probability of an empirical history of the flows Q t (.) alone
D. Application to time-independent dynamics during a large time interval T → +∞
Large deviations for the flows
When the dynamics corresponds to time-independent transition probabilities W t (.) = W (.) and time-independent reservoir occupation number at the root N ext t (0) = N ext (0), Eq. 49 yields that the probability to observe some stationary flows Q t (.) = Q(., .) during a large time interval T → +∞ follows the large deviation form with respect to T
Generating function of the flows Equivalently, if one consider the generating function of all the flows Q(.) of the tree
the explicit expression analog to Eq. 15 for the multinomial distribution at each node can be used iteratively to obtain the final result
In particular, the joint distribution of the b M outgoing flows Q(i 1 , .., i M ) at the last generation m = M of the tree has for generating function
...
corresponding to a Bernoulli distribution with the b M parameters given by the strings of probabilities along each branch
As a consequence, the probability distribution of a single outgoing flow Q(i 1 = 1, i 2 = 1, .., i M = 1) at the last generation m = M of the tree has for generating function
will become the generating function of a Poisson variable in the limit of large M where W(1, 1, .., 1, 1) is sufficiently small to linearize the logarithm
Large deviations for the empirical transition probabilities
As a final remark, let us mention that, if instead of the extensive flows Q(.), one wishes to consider the empirical transition probabilities (Eq. 10)
Eq. 50 translates into the large deviation form
E. Application to periodic dynamics
It is interesting to write Eq. 29 for the random cascade on the tree : one obtains that the probability distribution of the empirical flows Q e (.) at even times and Q o (.) at odd times follows the large deviation form
which is thus very similar to Eq. 50 with the additional decomposition into even and odd contributions. Equivalently, the analog of the generating function of Eq. 51 of all the flows Q e (.) and Q o (.) of the tree
can be written in the following form generalizing Eq. 52, assuming that M is even for definiteness
V.
APPLICATION TO CONTINUOUS TIME MARKOVIAN CASCADES ON TREES
As a comparison to the discrete-time cascade model analyzed in the previous section, it is now interesting to consider the analogous continuous-time cascade model.
A.
Open Markov dynamics in continuous time on the tree
We consider the same tree structure as in IV A, but the directed dynamics from the root towards the leaves is now defined in continuous time with transition rates w t ((i 1 , . ., i m ), (i 1 , .., i m−1 )) ≡ w t (i 1 , .., i m ) per unit time as in section III.
B.
Probability of an empirical history of the occupation numbers Nt(.) and flows qt(., .)
The application of Eq. 42 to the directed dynamics on the tree yields that the probability to observe the empirical occupation numbers N 0≤t≤T (.) and the empirical flows q 0≤t≤T (., .) reads
provided the empirical dynamics of Eq. 41 is satisfied on the time interval t ∈ [0, T ] for all sites (i 1 , .., i m ) of generations 1 ≤ m ≤ M − 1 of the system
C. Application to time-independent dynamics during a large time interval T → +∞
Large deviations for occupations and flows
When the dynamics corresponds to time-independent transition rates w t (.) = w(.) and time-independent reservoir occupation number at the root N ext t (0) = N ext (0), Eq. 62 and 63 yield that the probability to observe some stationary occupation numbers N t (.) = N (.) and flows per unit time q t (.) = q(., .) during a large time interval T → +∞ follows the large deviation form with respect to T
If instead of the extensive flows per unit time q(.) one wishes to consider the empirical transition rates
Eq. 64 translates into the large deviation form
but since the empirical dynamics constraints of the last line involve both N (.) and k(.), it is more convenient to work with Eq. 64 where the empirical dynamics constraints of the last line involve only the flows.
Large deviations for the flows alone
To obtain the large deviation properties of the flows per unit time q(.) alone, one needs to optimize Eq. 64 over the occupation numbers N (.) : plugging the optimal values
into Eq. 64 yields that the probability to observe the stationary flows per unit time q(.) reads
Large deviations for the occupations alone
To obtain the large deviation properties of the occupation numbers N (.) alone, one needs to optimize Eq. 64 over the flows q(.) : the iterative optimization starting from the last generation yields that the probability to observe the stationary occupations numbers N (.) takes the following form
in terms of the typical flows associated to the occupation numbers N (.)
and of the numbers c(i 1 ) that should be computed by the following recurrence starting at the last generation
where the large deviation rate function of Eq. 69 vanishes, corresponds to the case where the associated λ 
So Eq. 64 yields that the probability to observe some stationary occupation numbers N (.) and the current j follows the large deviation form with respect to T 
that can be compared with the rate function of Eq (36) in Ref. [40] concerning the rate function of the same directed one-dimensional model defined on a ring geometry that conserves the number of particles, with the correspondence w(m + 1, m) = 
so that the probability of the current j alone is reduced to the first term involving the source
and is thus completely different from the corresponding result for the ring geometry [40] where the conservation of the total number of particles requires the introduction of a Lagrange multiplier in the optimization. The optimization of Eq. 75 with respect to the current j yields 
so that the probability of the occupation numbers N (.) 
is very similar to the result found for ring geometry [40] . More details on the large deviation properties of the random trap model on the ring can be found in Refs [40, 41] , since here our purpose was only to stress the differences induced by the presence of reservoirs.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have extended the large deviations at 'Level 2.5 in time' for time-dependent ensemble-empiricalobservables, introduced in Ref [7] for the case of a fixed number N of independent Markov jump processes, to the case of open Markov processes with reservoirs : we have derived explicit formulas for the joint probability of empirical occupation numbers and empirical flows, both for discrete-time dynamics and for continuous-time jump dynamics, with possibly time-dependent dynamical rules and/or time-dependent driving of the reservoirs. We have then applied this general formalism to random cascades on trees, where particles are injected at the root via a 'source reservoir', while the particles are removed at the leaves of the last generation of the tree via 'sink reservoirs', again both for discrete-time dynamics and for continuous-time jump dynamics. Finally, we have also mentioned the results for the one-dimensional trap model between a source and a sink, in order to compare with the large deviations obtained for the same model defined on a ring geometry where the total number of particles is conserved [40] .
In the future, it would be thus interesting to apply this general formalism to other interesting open Markov processes.
